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OPTIMIZING INTERNET SUPPLY 
TO DRIVE PERFORMANCE & PROFITABILITY

Executive Summary
Internet service and content providers face an imperative. More efficient ways to manage Internet access and performance
are critical to their survival and drive for profitability. To date, complex peering arrangements and multi-homing with
upstream suppliers have been necessary to secure redundant, high-performance Internet access.  This added significant 
network complexity and additional cost. Many providers had no choice but to carry the burden of operating a network with
a backbone and multiple points of presence. For those with requirements for high-quality IP performance, complex route-
optimization equipment and expert engineers were required to manage the multiple upstream providers. Businesses with
large or unpredictable traffic streams also faced the added challenge of monitoring fluctuating traffic volumes to avoid 
triggering costly burst clauses in their contracts with access vendors.

In today’s tightly competitive market, the complexity and risks of managing IP transit can rapidly erode profit margins. 
As a service or content provider, it is critical to determine:

How do you simplify Internet transit to focus on profitability? 

This white paper provides information and examines case study scenarios to demonstrate how Internet service and content
providers can leverage a managed transit solution through an exchange platform, to streamline access to multiple supplier
networks and purchase Internet access based on objectively measured performance. 

Dramatic improvements in Internet quality and cost management through an exchange give service providers better margins
on variable traffic flows, safeguard the transport of mission-critical traffic, and generate new revenue streams from
high-performance services.  Content providers can improve global performance and reduce costs by buying direct access to
select broadband network destinations. An exchange partner can also provide outsourced commercial transaction 
management and settlement.

Driving Performance & Profitability: ISPs, E-businesses, & Content Aggregators
Internet and content service providers use multi-homed interconnection with upstream providers to enhance service
reach, diversification, and redundancy.  However, multi-homing adds management complexity and increases demand on
in-house technical staff. Additionally, leased facilities are required to reach diversely located networks.  Load balancing
inefficiencies can lead to higher costs. 
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The complex set of interconnections that an Internet or content service provider must typically manage is illustrated

below:
An exchange provides an integrated solution for trading, routing and settling transactions for Internet access.
Alternatives exist for each of these functions, including manual peering, interconnection at a traditional Internet 
peering facility, and in-house settlement.  However, a streamlined solution for all three steps enables an Internet 
content or service provider to focus on its core business of customer acquisition and the delivery of value-added servic-
es and content to end-user subscribers. 

The following three case study examples offer insight into ways that Internet, e-commerce, and content providers can
use a managed transit solution to streamline network complexity, minimize fixed costs, and customize reach into glob-
al networks. 

Case Study Example 1:
ISP Selects Cost-Effective Access to Improve Profitability
An ISP is connected via local loop and cross-connects to three Tier 1 Internet transit providers for upstream supply. 
The ISP must manage several paid and traditional peering connections, directly and through a peering exchange. 

Business Issues
The ISP suffers from a lack of network and market flexibility and incurs expenses from redundant facilities.
Problems associated with technical deployment, settlement, and customizing supply accumulate. Contractual ,
management and legal issues arising from peering arrangements may also encumber the ISP’s growth.

Arbinet’s data on thexchange
The ISP connects to data on thexchange to streamline network operations and significantly reduce overall
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costs.    
Solution Benefits
The ISP is enabled to efficiently manage Internet transit supply with direct access to its preferred networks and
gain substantial benefits including:

> Network simplicity 
> Immediate supply
> Customized performance for its traffic profile
> Reduced supplier management costs
> Up-to-date market prices
> Improved commercial terms
> Better performance to destination networks

Case Study Example 2:
E-business Optimizes Performance to Deliver Mission-Critical Traffic
An e-business provider with mission-critical traffic is connected to three Tier 1 Internet transit providers for upstream
supply. This buyer must invest considerable time and effort to acquire network devices for managed route control 
in order to meet high-performance traffic needs. The e-business must dedicate costly senior technical resources 
to maintain optimal route management.

Business Issues
This buyer relies on the quality of its network performance to carry out financial and other time-sensitive 
transactions critical to its growth. The business must incur costs for complex network operations, including cap-
ital expenditures on customer premises equipment for route optimization. This approach requires legal, admin-
istrative, and technical management resources, complex peering arrangements, and duplication of 
network facilities. 

Arbinet’s data on thexchange
Connecting to OptimizedIP SM on data on thexchange and a single default upstream provider for backup, 
the e-business gains high network availability, resilience, and redundancy. It also enables the e-business to
gain price-sensitive reach into the best performing global networks.     
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Solution Benefits
The e-business safeguards margins by consistently delivering quality service to its customers via managed route
control.  Data on thexchange provides: 

> Network optimization
> Routing access across a large supplier pool 
> High-performance networking that outperforms BGP AS-path optimized networks and 

high-performance resellers
> Customized supply according to traffic profile
> Reduced management complexity
> Fully redundant architecture
> Improved commercial terms
> Automated, electronic exchange platform

Case Study Example 3:
Content Aggregator Customizes Supply to Align with Subscriber Traffic Profile
A content aggregator with non-time-sensitive traffic is connected to four Tier 1 Internet transit providers. The aggregator
must manage several free and paid peering connections to deliver content to geographically dispersed subscribers on
multiple broadband ISP networks.  

Business Issues
The content aggregator struggles to cost-effectively obtain access to the right routes to meet traffic needs from
China to Germany to Mexico.

Arbinet’s data on thexchange
With data on thexchange, the content aggregator gains unprecedented direct access to broadband networks
worldwide.  Using a combination of PrimeIP SM and SelectIPSM, the aggregator can "shadow" the demographic
spread of its subscriber base, targeting routes without having to transit across the networks of multiple
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upstream providers.    

Solution Benefits
The content aggregator can efficiently manage Internet supply with direct access to its preferred networks and
gains substantial benefits including:

> Network access customization
> Liquid supply
> Tailored transit according to traffic profile
> Reduced supplier management costs
> Up-to-date market prices
> Improved commercial terms
> Automated, electronic platform
> Upgraded performance to destination networks

A Managed Offering to Solve Network and Business Issues 
Service providers can leverage  a simpler, managed solution for multi-homing by customizing IP access through Arbinet’s
data on thexchange.  Businesses can scale Internet capacity to dynamic traffic needs and gain access to distant or hard-
to-reach networks with minimal network investment.  With data on thexchange and a redundant upstream provider,
Members buy seamless IP access, supported by liquid supply, providing cost-effective reach to the best performing 
global networks.

Market Flexibility 
Market rates for Internet transit dropped from about $120 to $50 per meg from July 2002 to July 2003. Service and 
content providers locked into typical 1-year access contracts with volume commitments were unable to lower their costs
to meet new market realities.  The inability to renegotiate access contracts as the market moves hurts margins 
and limits the ability to win new business. Sellers in an exchange model offer 4-week, 8-week, and 12-week contract
term options.  Short-term contracts allow providers to renegotiate pricing frequently as market rates change.  This
improves a provider’s competitive position, as it is able to offer custom pricing based on the latest market rates.  Growing
businesses can outsource their incremental access requirements to an exchange and safeguard their margins and com-
petitiveness in an uncertain market.

Network Diversity
A diversified and neutral marketplace, thexchangeSM offers a fully redundant architecture for high network availability
and resilience.  A problem with one access supplier can be solved by one of many other Members of thexchange. 

Optimized Billing 

Gigabytes Transferred Billing 
IP buyers with bursty traffic can choose gigabytes transferred billing.  Traffic routed to a seller is measured in bit
increments and billed in byte increments for all gigabytes transferred from the Buyer’s network interface to each
Seller’s network.
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This method safeguards a provider from unexpected overage
charges which bill an entire month at the 95th percentile of
peak traffic.  It offers data centers and hosting providers a
competitive advantage when seeking to win new business
from customers with variable traffic flows.  It also simplifies
the accounting required to bill back access cost to customer
usage. 

95th Percentile Billing
IP buyers with steady traffic volumes can still request offers
to sell with 95th percentile pricing to obtain the most com-
petitive offers.  A buyer’s usage is computed by sampling the inbound and outbound data transferred with each sell-
er at 5-minute intervals for a one-month period. The highest 5% of volumes sampled from either inbound or out-
bound throughput are discarded and the next highest reading is multiplied by the per meg or per gig price to deter-
mine the monthly charge from each seller. A buyer with low 
variability benefits, as 5% of it’s traffic essentially rides for free.

Route Control and Customization
High performance Internet access, measured by latency, packet loss, and jitter, can be a competitive advantage for 
content providers.  Service providers must find cost effective ways to deliver leading performance.  However, delivering
high performance has to date required supply from a high performance reseller or doing it yourself with multiple
upstream transit and peering relationships and expensive route optimization equipment and engineering resources.
Managed route optimization delivered through an exchange enables Members to cost-effectively customize routing
based on price and performance criteria.  The transparent data on thexchange marketplace provides critical visibility into
measured seller performance to all ASNs. Seller network quality is continually verified so a buyer can compare true net-
work performance measured by latency, packet loss and jitter before it selects a seller.  Members can monitor 
ongoing quality and switch vendors if performance changes.  

The OptimizedIP service available in Arbinet’s data on thexchange marketplace creates a single, centralized connection
for the purchase of quality-optimized Internet access based on true measured performance.  A Buyer’s traffic is driven
by a proprietary route optimization application that determines Internet traffic distribution to participating Sellers with
optimized quality within a Buyer’s pricing criteria.  The measurements are made globally, and the results are applicable
to all Buyers. Each Buyer, however, may have unique needs and pricing considerations, and OptimizedIP offers 
the ability to match measured performance against these needs.

Outsourced Transaction and Settlement 
Buyers and sellers can eliminate the cost and complexity of managing settling and collecting numerous transactions with
multiple sellers using an exchange solution.  An exchange provides one agreement and interconnection with all other
Members.   The exchange’s neutral, central system handles the billing, collections, commercial settlement and credit risk
management aspects of the transactions.  All usage on an exchange can be netted and consolidated on one trading
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account statement.
Arbinet’s data on thexchange Marketplace

Buyers and Sellers seeking to learn more about exchange based trading can investigate the data on thexchange
marketplace from Arbinet.  This service was launched on July 22, 2004 in Los Angeles and has added Exchange Delivery
Points (EDPs) in New York, London and Edinburgh.  More than 225 buyers and sellers trade, route, and settle 
transactions for Internet access. Data on thexchange Members currently buy and sell three services which allow them to
satisfy their unique Internet access requirements.

OptimizedIPS M

OptimizedIP supports quality sensitive buyers that
want to maximize the quality of their Internet traffic
within their price requirements. Businesses currently
buy Internet capacity on a best efforts basis.
OptimizedIP provides the first exchange-based route
control and optimization service.  

It automatically measures and selects the best per-
forming Internet routes from each seller within a
buyer’s price limit.  Performance measurements are
generated for latency, packet loss, and jitter to each ASN for all sellers.  Buyers enter the maximum price they are
willing to pay. An optimized performance matrix is created across all sellers that are at, or below a buyer’s maxi-
mum price. Thexchange dynamically routes traffic across all matching sellers using proprietary and patent pending
route optimization technology.  Current system testing indicates that OptimizedIP outperforms BGP AS-path opti-
mization and leading high-performance resellers.

SelectIPSM

SelectIP allows members to trade, route and settle traffic directed to a specific destination on the Internet by
Autonomous System Number (ASN). Buyers place ASN-specific bids on thexchange and choose from responding 
seller offers. SelectIP allows Members to purchase Internet capacity for specific ASNs under 4-week, 8-week, and
12-week contracts.

PrimeIPSM

PrimeIP automates the buying and selling of Internet capacity, allowing Members to trade, route and settle 
standard "default" Internet capacity through an automated system. Buyers place a bid on thexchange and can
choose from responding seller offers. Members purchase Internet capacity under 4-week, 8-week, and 12-week 
contracts.
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Data on thexchange contact information

datasales@arbinet.com
415-867-9593

www.arbinet.com

120 Albany Street, Tower II, Suite 450
New Brunswick, NJ 08901

1.732.509.9100 
1.732.509.9101 Fax 
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New York
Data Exchange Delivery Point

60 Hudson Street
23rd Floor

New York, NY 10013

London
Data Exchange Delivery Point

1 Coriander Ave 
London 

E14 2AA
UK

Los Angeles
Data Exchange Delivery Point

One Wilshire Building
624 Grand Avenue

4th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90017

Edinburgh
Data Exchange Delivery Point

The Clocktower Estate 
Edinburgh 
EH12 9LB

UK


